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What is Coding? 
Short Report Available NOW! 

 
Some people taking my coding system training are confused as to what 
CODING is exactly. (See my last post: https://pick3master333.com/) 
 
Therefore, I decided to write a short report with just part of the  
7 Day Coding System report that I am still working on. This should clear 
things up for many players. This partial report is only 31 pages long. The 
full report will be over 100 pages long. It will be ready before March 15.  
 
However, this short report explains exactly what coding is and how it 
works. If you are currently taking my coding program, check your inbox; 
I just sent it to you. If not, you can get this report for just $29. This will 
ONLY give you the report - not the training, which is almost 20 lessons 
long (I just added MORE lessons to the training in the last few hours!). 
 
If you pay for this report now, I will send you the FULL report when 
it’s completed in a week or two at NO additional cost. This means that 
$29 will give you BOTH the short and full report. And just so you know;  
I will NOT be putting this or the full report up on Amazon.  
This means that you will NOT be able to buy it as a Kindle.  
 
There are only two ways you can get this report: 
 
1-Pay $29 to get it (part of it now and the full report in a week or two).  
 
2-The other option is to pay for the coding training program.  
The price for the training is $60. This training includes several reports 
and Excel spreadsheets where you actually do the coding (the report 
will explain the theory – but the training will actually teach you how 
to DO the coding yourself.) 

https://pick3master333.com/
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If you would like the REPORT only (part of it now, the full report in a 
week or two), email me with this on the subject line of your email:  
$29-SEND SHORT CODING REPORT NOW. I will send you a Paypal 
invoice right away. I will email you the short report right after I get 
payment. If you pay today, you will get it today. You will get the full 
report when it’s completed in a week or two.  
 
If you would like the TRAINING, you will get BOTH the short report 
now, the full report when it comes out in a week or two, and the 
training which has over 20 lessons. You will get the first lesson right 
after I get payment.  
 
If you want the training, email me with this on the subject line of your 
email: $60-7 Day Coding System. I will send you a Paypal invoice right 
away. I will email you the short report and the first lesson right after I 
get payment. You will get the full report when it’s completed in a week 
or two. You can email me at aanewyork4000@gmail.com 
 
 

  

mailto:aanewyork4000@gmail.com
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NEXT: Master the Win 4 Game! 
 
 
I have not mentioned this before, but here it goes: 
You can use my coding system to code the Win 4 game as well! 
 
“Coding” will tell you what two, three or four Win 4 (Pick 4) numbers 
will most likely hit your state in the next 7 days.  
 
That is why learning HOW to code any state from scratch (which is what 
my training program will teach you) is so valuable. Once you learn my 
coding system, you will have an almost unfair advantage over every 
other Pick 3 and Pick 4 player; you will have an incredible edge and 
ADVANTAGE that other players do not have.  
 
The reason why I have not said anything about coding the Win 4 game 
just yet is because I first want to see how this system plays out in the 
Pick 3 game. However, the coding process for the Win 4 game is exactly 
the same as for the Pick 3 game. This means that after you learn how to 
code the Pick 3 game, you CAN start experimenting with coding the  
Win 4 game in YOUR state. For now, you will have to do this on your 
own (and you can once you learn HOW to code) because I first want to 
get several hits in the Pick 3 game BEFORE moving onto the Win 4 
game.  
 
However, the PAIRS that this system gives me are hitting in New York 
pretty much EVERY WEEK. I will have to see if that is the case with hot 
pairs in the Win 4 game (you can find out on your own if you learn how 
to code yourself – you don’t have to wait for me to get around to 
coding the Win 4 game).  
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Again, if you want to learn how to code the Pick 3 (and Win 4) game, 
(and get the short and long coding reports) simply email me with this 
on the subject line of your email: $60-7 Day Coding System.  

 
 
The Pick 3 Coach 
EMAIL: aanewyork4000@gmail.com 
March 1, 2018 
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